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WISE WORDS

If four things are followed – having a great aim,
acquiring knowledge, hard work, and perseverance –
then anything can be achieved.
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eu drug monitor’s finding

‘OMICRON PUSHING
COVID-19 OUT OF
PANDEMIC PHASE’
While Covid-19 is still a pandemic, the spread of its Omicron
variant is pushing it towards being an endemic disease,
states the European Medicines Agency.
>P5
Keegan Petersen
celebrates after scoring
a half-century
AFP

People queue up for Covid-19 tests in a part of Hong Kong on Wednesday
after people tested positive for Omicron recently

Covid-19: 200K new cases logged in a day,
nationwide Omicron cases approach 5K
NEW DELHI: India added over 1.94 lakh

recorded at 11.05% while the weekly
positivity rate was recorded at 9.82%,
according to the ministry.
Noting the “significant surge” in
Covid-19 cases in the country, the
Centre on Wednesday wrote to all
states and UTs urging them to direct
departments concerned to ensure
adequate buffer stock of medical oxygen for at least 48 hours and reinvigorate oxygen control rooms. The
health ministry said the emerging
scenario calls for immediate measures by states and UTs to ensure optimal availability of medical oxygen at
all health facilities.
PTI

PM’s security breach: Odisha’s Hirakud
SC appoints panel
receives record 2.08
headed by ex-judge lakh winged visitors
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
Wednesday appointed a five-member
committee headed by former apex
court judge Justice Indu Malhotra to
probe the security breach during
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
recent visit to Punjab.
The “questions cannot be left to
one-sided enquiry” and a judicially
trained mind needs to oversee the
probe, a bench headed by Chief Justice NV Ramana said while appointing the Justice Malhotra panel.
The bench also appointed the
Inspector General of the National
Investigation Agency (NIA), Director
General of Police of Chandigarh, the
Registrar General of the Punjab and
Haryana High Court and the Additional DGP (Security) of Punjab as
members to the panel. The court
directed the Registrar General of the
Punjab and Haryana High Court to
provide all the seized documents pertaining to the security arrangements
made by the Punjab government for
the PM’s January 5 visit immediately
to the panel head.
PTI
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US on ‘threshold’
of living with
coronavirus: Fauci

Capital’s count of 27,561
Covid cases is 2nd highest
NEW DELHI: Delhi reported 27,561 fresh Covid

A girl being administered an anti-Covid
vaccine as part of a door-to-door
campaign in Budgam, Kashmir, on
Wednesday
PTI

SAMBALPUR (ODISHA): Hirakud reser-

voir in Odisha’s Sambalpur district
has received 2.08 lakh winged visitors of 104 species, including 19 new
ones, this winter, the highest in the
last one decade, an official said on
Tuesday.
The five most-numerous bird species that arrived this year are the
lesser whistling duck, tufted duck,
common coot, little cormorant and
the red crested pochard.
The 19 new species that were
sighted include black bittern, peregrine falcon, white-bellied sea eagle,
black-shoulder kite and baer’s
pochard.
The state government undertook a
census of migratory birds at the
533-sq km-reservoir on January 7.
Thousands of winged guests from
Caspian Sea, Baikal Lake, Aral Sea,
Mongolia, central and southeast Asia
and the Himalayas, make the reservoir home from November to March
every year. More than 1.24 lakh birds
of 98 species had thronged the reserPTI
voir last winter.

cases, the second-highest single-day rise since
the beginning of the pandemic, and 40 deaths
on Wednesday while the positivity rate rose to
26.22%, according to data shared by the health
department here. The deaths recorded are the
highest since June 10 last year, when the
national capital recorded 44 fatalities. According to the data, the positivity rate is the highest
since May 4, when it was at 26.7%. Wednesday’s single-day count of 27,561 cases is the
highest since April 30, when the city saw
27,047 infections. Keeping in view the situation, the government on Tuesday issued an
advisory asking all hospitals to ensure that
patients with comorbidities are duly attended
by specialists.
PTI

A healthcare worker serves meal to a patient at the
Commonwealth Games Covid-19 care centre in
New Delhi on Wednesday

City’s min temp witnesses
slight rise to 8.2°C

JNU to hold admissions
through CUET from ‘22-’23

NEW DELHI: Delhi’s minimum temperature
increased marginally on Wednesday due to
partly cloudy sky and settled at 8.2°C, a notch
above normal. According to the India Meteorological Department (IMD), the national capital
recorded a maximum temperature of 18.1°C,
two notches below normal.
The Palam Observatory recorded moderate
fog in the morning, while the Safdarjung
Observatory, which is considered the official
marker for the city, reported shallow fog. Moderate fog is likely over the next few days.
Over the last three days, Delhi has seen a
sharp decline in the minimum temperature
due to cold northwesterly winds which commenced after the withdrawal of a western disturbance.
PTI

NEW DELHI: The Jawaharlal Nehru University,
in its Academic Council meeting on Wednesday, decided to hold admissions through the
Common Universities Entrance Test (CUET)
from the next academic session. The decision
was “overwhelmingly endorsed” by the members, read the statement issued by Jayant K Tripathi, director of admissions. “During the
deliberations in the Academic Council, a large
number of members including the Deans of
Schools, Centre Chairpersons, and External
Members of the Council emphasised that CUET
would provide a level playing field to numerous eligible students reducing the burden of
taking several entrance tests,” it said. Recently,
the Delhi University has also decided to hold
admissions through the CUET.
PTI
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new coronavirus infections taking
the total tally of Covid-19 cases to
3,60,70,510 which includes 4,868
cases of the Omicron variant, according to the Union health ministry data
updated on Wednesday.
The active cases have increased to
9,55,319, the highest in 211 days, while
the death toll has climbed to 4,84,655
with 442 fresh fatalities, the data
updated at 8 am stated.
Of the total 4,868 cases of the Omicron variant, 1,805 people have recovered or migrated so far.
Maharashtra recorded the maximum number of 1,281 cases followed
by Rajasthan at 645,Delhi 546, Karnataka 479 and Kerala 350. The
active cases comprise 2.65% of the
total infections, while the national
Covid-19 recovery rate decreased to
96.01%, the ministry said.
A total 2,11,298 coronavirus infections were reported in a single day on
May 26. An increase of 1,33,873 cases
has been recorded in the active Covid-19 caseload in a span of 24 hours.
The daily positivity rate was
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SMS, MEERA BAGH, LAUNCHES
MUSICAL VIDEO TIME TO RISE
To celebrate the
United
Nations’
Sustainable
Development Goals (UNSDGs) and bring a positive
change in the world, St Mark’s School (SMS),
Meera Bagh, organised a four-day international
festival titled ‘For a Better and Beautiful World’
and launched its musical video ‘Time to Rise’ to
promote SDG 5 that is ‘to achieve gender
equality and empower all women and girls’.
The festival witnessed a participation of more
than 120 students from 18 countries.
>P 2

WORD POWER

Perdition
Per-dish-uhn
Noun
Meaning: A state of final spiritual ruin; loss of
the soul; damnation.
Origin: Late Middle English from Old French
perdiciun, from ecclesiastical Latin perditio(n-),
from Latin perdere ‘destroy’, from per- ‘completely, to destruction’ + the base of dare ‘put’.
Synonyms: Gehenna, hell, abyss, affliction
Antonyms: bliss, exoneration, redemption
Usage: My daddy thought acting was the
road to perdition.

ANI

WASHINGTON/QUEBEC: Despite soaring
cases and record-high Covid-19 hospitalisations, the United States is
approaching the “threshold” of transitioning to living with the coronavirus
as a manageable disease, Anthony
Fauci said on Tuesday. Speaking to the
Center for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS), the top US scientist
said eliminating Covid was unrealistic
and that “Omicron, with its extraordinary, unprecedented degree of efficiency of transmissibility, will ultimately find just about everybody.”Meanwhile, Quebec, Canada’s
second most populous province, is
planning to force adults refusing to
get Covid-19 vaccinated pay a “health
contribution” in a move likely to spur
a debate about individual rights and
social responsibility.
AGENCIES

N Korea terms its
hypersonic missile
test as successful
SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA: North Korea said

Wednesday its leader Kim Jong Un
oversaw a successful flight test of a
hypersonic missile he claimed would
remarkably increase the country’s
nuclear “war deterrent.” The state
media report came a day after the militaries of the United States, South
Korea and Japan said they detected
North Korea firing a suspected ballistic missile into its eastern sea. Takeoffs at some western US airports were
temporarily halted after North Korea
test-launched a ballistic missile, the
Federal Aviation Administration said
on Tuesday.
AGENCIES

Arctic chill prompts
school closures across
US Northeast
An Arctic blast gripped much of the
Northeastern United States on Tuesday with bitter cold and sub-zero wind
chill factors, prompting numerous
school districts across the region,
including Boston, to cancel classes for
the day. The frosty air mass sweeping
New England brought single-digit
temperatures to most of Massachusetts, with the added chill from winds
making it feel as cold as 0°F and below
“for just about everyone,” the National
Weather Service said.
REUTERS
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St. Mark’s School, Meera Bagh, launches
a musical video to promote UN’s SDG 5

‘Schools must strive to
ensure children achieve
best of their ability’

To celebrate the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UN
SDGs) and bring a positive change in
the world, St. Mark’s School (SMS),
Meera Bagh, organised a four-day
international festival titled ‘For a Better and Beautiful World’ and
launched its musical video ‘Time to
Rise’ to promote SDG 5 that is ‘to
achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls’.
The festival witnessed a participation of more than 120 students from
18 countries. Edited by SMS Class 7
student Amey Aggarwal and Class 8
student Aditya Jhamb, the musical
was launched on the last day of the
festival.
Aptly titled ‘For a Better and Beautiful World’, the event aimed at bringing the youth together to make this
world better and beautiful.
During the event, the students
showcased their creativity through
art, music, poetry and dance in front
of an international audience comprising educators from across continents, students and their parents.
Distinguished educators Prof.
Maria Antonietta Sessa and Prof.
Ernesto d’Acunto from Italy as well
as Ms. Sinikka Whybrow Laakio from
Finland also graced the event.
Together with writer, composer
and singer Lourds Lane, a two-time
finalist of the prestigious Fred Ebb
Award for musical theatre song writ-

he role of a school is to create
a citizenry for the future by
building a group of young people who are passionate, ethical
and with strong moral-social radar.
The youth must have a keen sense
of justice and an ability to reinvent
themselves, whatever challenges
their lives demand. The aim is also to
give a solid base for their future professional lives and the myriad
responsibilities of being an adult.
The school’s commitment goes
beyond curriculum transactions. It
interfuses into co-parenting and
being the proverbial friend, philosopher, and guide.
Schools must aim at ensuring that
children achieve the best of their ability. The first step is to know the limits
and extent of their capacity, areas of
interest, inclinations, limitations,
strengths, weaknesses,interests, and
temperament.
It must be done with compassion
and patience yet not to lose focus on
the right path for every child. Schools
must also consider the expectations
and aspirations of parents.
Finally, upon this vast canvas of
hopes and capacity,the school leadership must build a long-term sustainable and positive culture that serves
the long term and short-term goals to
meet expectations.
Unlike usual leadership pyramids,
which get narrower on the top, a successful school leadership structure is
like a carousel, with every layer of
leadership in sync to create a comfortable ride.
Moreover, successful school hierarchies ensure that all stakeholders,
most notably students, have an
important place in its structure. Students’ thoughts, opinions, suggestions, needs and aspirations, and parents and teachers are at their apex,
and all eyes are firmly set towards
student achievements.
Every wagon in the school carousel
has to work with equal efficiency.
Hence building and using the capacity of every member of the staff is
essential. Distributing responsibilities and embedding leadership capacity in all staff members is very impor-

T

During the event, the students showcased their creativity through art, music, poetry & dance in front of an international
audience comprising educators from across continents, students and their parents

ing and founder of educational arts
and music-based non-profit organisation Super You Foundation, SMS
addressed the issue of discrimination
against women as it believes that all
other SDGs can be achieved only if
the needs of women receive the same
attention as the needs of men.
The musical had the students
enacting the original song ‘Ít’s a Girl’
sung by Lane.
The Super You Foundation

founder was also the distinguished
guest at the launch of the musical.
SMS principal A. Aggarwal
applauded the commitment and dedication of the entire team that produced the musical and appreciated
the association with Lane, saying she
looked forward to more such musical
productions.
SMS has always advocated for the
SDGs. The international festival was
an endeavour by the school.

THE FEST WITNESSED A
PARTICIPATION OF OVER
120 STUDENTS FROM 18
COUNTRIES. EDITED BY
CLASS 7 STUDENT AMEY
AGGARWAL AND CLASS
8 STUDENT ADITYA
JHAMB, THE MUSICAL
WAS LAUNCHED ON THE
EVENT’S LAST DAY.

District band competition conducted at SPS, Ghaziabad

Various renowned schools took part in the District Band Competition 2021-22

AGDAV, Model Town, hosts
experiential learning event

Sandhya Awasthi, Principal, DPS,
Greater Noida

MIND GAMES
MATHDOKU

SUDOKU

The students took part in many
activities to know the properties of air

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the answer to the
riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

A woman applies coloured powder to a rangoli (traditional floor decoration)
during a competition ahead of the Makar Sankranti festival, which marks
the beginning of the harvest season, in Hyderabad on Wednesday
AFP

It would be not possible to __ __ to highly.- Stephen Ambrose (6,6)

QUICK THINK

GO FIGURE!

1. What war can you spell
with Roman numerals?

Fill in the boxes with
the appropriate
mathematical
operators (+, -, x, ÷)
to get the answer.
The operators can be
used more than once.

2. On which side of a cup
is it best to have the
handle?
3. Everytime you lose
something, you always
find it in the last place
you look for it. How
come?
4. Tom is carrying a bag
full of feathers. Bob is
carrying three bags
which is the same size as
Tom’s bag; yet, his load
is lighter. How come?

Amrita Bharati Features

Solutions

Note that the rule
of BODMAS is not
followed.

6

7

8

* 3 = 15

*

*

3 = 15

- 8

*

6 + 7

*

*

Answer:

PYAEE
EVIRR
ELONSS
ACMPSU

SCRAMBLE Solution Words:
Payee, river, lesson, campus

Solve the four
anagrams and
move one
letter to each
square to form
four ordinary
words

Answer: 1. Civil War (CIVIL) 2. The
outside! 3. It is the last place because
once you find it, you stop looking for
it. 4. Bob’s bags are empty.

through Positive Thinking’.
The webinar was conducted by
spiritual head and secretary of Ramakrishna Mission, New Delhi, Swami
Shantatmananda Ji.
All the staff members of the school
attended the online session and benefitted from it. The programme was
followed by an interactive session
wherein the teachers asked several
questions to get how to get the better
understanding with the children and
how they can help the slow learners
to do well. School principal Swarnima Luthra thanked Shantatmananda Ji for conducting an enlightening and enriching session.

SCRAMBLE

MATHDOKU SOLUTION

balloon is burst. They thought about
how air does not pour out of an
upturned glass but water does. They
were able to understand different
properties of air. Thereafter the students had a ball, making bubbles and
playing with air. No wonder the kids
love science! And performing experiments on their own helped them
have an idea that we learn more
when we actually ‘do’ the activity.
It is important to realize that we
are moving towards a highly diverse
and creative world wherein communication and creativity play a big role.
AGDAV students are exposed to
experiential learning at a very young
age so that they can learn and achieve
greater things in life. In today’s
world, technical skills and bookish
knowledge don’t matter much. What
matters is the knowledge that one has
gained from experience.

ARTISTIC TOUCH

SUDOKU SOLUTIONS

All the staff members attended the online session

tant. All work towards the common
goal of maximizing achievements.
The other most important collaboration is with the parents. School’s
responsibilities extend to guiding
young parents’ expectations to accept
the limits and extent of their children’s capacity and work together
toward maximum realization of
potential. The path should be traded
with patience and care as we tread on
people’s dreams.
The building blocks of success lie
in:
•Knowing children and accepting
them.Embedding a sense of purpose
among the young.
•As far as possible, tailoring plans
according to needs.
•Transaction of knowledge and its
assessment with deep professional
strength yet patience so that no child
is left behind.
•Enabling an environment where
art, culture and sports become part of
a child’s learning journey.
•Creating robust systems for identifying social-emotional needs and
providing suitable interventions.
The same sense of purpose must
pulsate throughout the entire teacher
and student leadership chain for any
institution to be a front-runner.

Place numbers into
the puzzle cells so
that each row and
column contains each
of the digits from 1 to
5. No number is to be
repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-out
lined cells contain a hint
of a number and one of
the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number
is the result of the
operation represented by the symbol to the
digits contained.

ASN, Mayur Vihar, organises
webinar on positive thinking
ASN Senior Secondary School, Mayur
Vihar, in collaboration with Ramakrishna Mission hosted a webinar on
the topic titled ‘Fulfilling Life

Ghaziabad school inspector Jyoti
Dixit inaugurated the event by flying
balloons as a symbol of togetherness
and peace. An authentic approach
and a sense of chemistry presented
by the students mesmerised all.
Spic Macay co-ordinator Abha
Bansal, retired chief engineer Shivraj
and theatre director Akshaiver Nath
Srivastava comprised the bench of
the jury. SPS founder and directorprincipal Dr. Mala Kapoor and
director (development) Naman Jain
congratulated the various bands for
their outstanding performances.

Answer: It would be not possible to praise nurses to highly.- Stephen Ambrose

The students of Arvind Gupta DAV
(AGDAV) Centenary Public School,
Model Town, got an opportunity to
participate in an experiential learning-based activity on the properties of
air. Instead of boring black boardbased learning, thy did a number of
experiments to understand the properties of air. They had a wonderful
time experimenting and learning
about air. It was an opportunity for
them to observe and experiment and
improve their skills. It was also the
best way to teach the students creative problem solving. Particularly
noteworthy was the width of ideas
and the questions asked by them.
The students performed various
experiments on their own which gave
them first-hand experience. This
helped them think independently and
gain a sense of achievement which
will improve their confidence. This
kind of activity can help them
increase their understanding of
things outside the classroom.
As the children grow, experiential
learning deepens the parent-child
relationship. Experiential learning is
not only a school or classroom activity but also something that can be
learned at home during plays or
while travelling or even during the
weekend. As the students attend
classes from home in online mode,
this methodology becomes very easy
for them to learn under the supervision and guidance of their parents.
During the activity, the students
first captured air using balloons and
saw how air is trapped in them. They
learned that air makes noise if the

To inculcate in the students the feelings of patriotism and gratitude
towards the unsung heroes, the education ministry organised the District
Band Competition 2021-22 at Silverline Prestige School (SPS), Ghaziabad. Various renowned schools like
DAV Secondary Public School,
Gurunanak Kanya Inter College,
Indirapuram Public School and Shri
Thakur Dara Girls Inter College were
part of that event.
The guest of honour for the event
was sub-divisional magistrate
(SDM) Shalvi Agarwal. The SDM and

Successful school hierarchies ensure that all
stakeholders have an important place in its
structure, writes principal Sandhya Awasthi
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BOOKLISTl

FROM PETS TO CRICKET,
SOMETHING FOR ALL!

CRICKET PANG VALUES
SERIES : SET TWO
Publisher: HarperCollins India
The Cricket Pang Values Series, Set Two, is a
set of picture books with charming stories
based on lovable animal characters. The
overall theme of the books is cricket, which
besides being a very popular sport for
children, also lends a unique
flavour to this series.
Children will love the main
character, Pang, and his
bunch of friends. Each
book highlight important
values through engaging
stories and endearing
characters. With their
simple vocabulary and
sentence structure, these books are
perfect for early readers. The You Need
Character company is character creation
and animation production company in the
Republic of Korea. The book follows Pang
and his friends having a great time.

TEN SECOND
BOOK OF
LAUGHS AND
SURPRISES

CUPCAKE
LINER
PARROT

Author: Albert Algoud
A sparklingly funny celebration of Hergé’s most
beloved character via his legendary
exclamations! Captain Haddock made his first
appearance alongside Tintin in 1941, and in the
course of the 80 years that followed, has gone on to
become one of Hergé most loved characters. Clumsy, accident-prone, frequently
intoxicated and almost always enraged, the Captain is perhaps best known for his
colourful exclamations. ‘Blistering barnacles’ and ‘thundering typhoons’ have passed
effortlessly from the pages of Hergés comics into the public consciousness. This book
explores in joyful detail the Captain’s legendary tirades.

THE BOOK
OF DOG
Author:
Hemali Sodhi

Author:
Shamika Chaves
Take a peek at
some of the most
bizarre, weird and interesting
facts! Did you know that Adolf Hitler was
mortally afraid of dentists? Or that the
famous master of suspense, Alfred Hitchcock, who made some of the scariest
movies had a fear of eggs? Or have you
ever wondered what would happen if we
got close enough to a black hole in space?
We truly live in a strange, fascinating
world! Shamika Chaves is a children’s book
illustrator, author and graphic designer
who is based in Mumbai, India. She
successfully pursued a degree in applied art
and has worked on several children’s books.
She has illustrated and designed a total of
9 children’s books and 10 boards books.

A must-read for
everyone who
cherishes dogs and
the perfect gift for
a dog-lover friend.
There’s nothing quite like the incredible
relationship between a human and a dog.
From the moment we lay eyes on an
adorable puppy or a wonderful adult dog
who becomes part of our life journey, we
share innumerable moments of pure joy
with our furry best friends. With forty-five
original pieces by some of India’s leading
writers, outstanding new voices and
individuals who have dedicated their lives
to animal welfare, The book is a testament
to how deeply dogs touch us, to the special
bond we have with them and the unique
place they hold in our hearts and our lives.
This book is a must-read for everyone.

SUPPLIES
l 3 red mini cupcake

liners
l Orange, blue, green

THE MYSTERY
OF THE
MISSING CAT
Author:
Ravi Subramanian
The charming hill
town of Solan is
playing host to the
cricket match of the year –
between India and Australia. Naturally, its
close-knit community is all abuzz! Not only
are the top cricket stars going to descend
upon them, but also the glamorous film
star married to the dashing cricket captain.
Will India manage to snatch a muchneeded victory from the Aussies, is the big
question. However, even before the match
begins, it seems this victory might be
slipping away. All because of a missing
feline. Enter the Super Mystery Solvers or
the SMS gang of Aditya and Akriti, the
nine-year-old twins, and their close friend
Kabir. Can they find the missing cat and
help India win the match?

COOKING?l

10-MINUTE CHILLI GARLIC NOODLES

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

1 cup oats (rolled); ¼ cup semolina
(coarse); ¼ cup besan; 1 tsp cumin; ¼ tsp
turmeric; ½ tomato (chopped); ½ carrot
(chopped); ½ onion (finely chopped); ½
capsicum (chopped); ¼ cup curd; ½ tsp
salt; ½ tsp chilli flakes; ½ cup water; ½
tsp eno fruit salt; Oil, ½ tsp butter

150 gms thick wheat noodles; 1 tbsp
spring onion chopped, more for garnish;
3 cloves garlic minced; 1 tbsp chilli
flakes; 1 tsp salt to taste; 2 tsp light soy
sauce; 1 tsp dark soy sauce; 1/2 tsp;
Chinese black vinegar; 3 tbsp vegetable
oil or any neutral oil; Spring onion, and
sesame seeds for garnish

In a mixer jar grind oats.
Make sure to use
unflavoured or rolled oats.
Transfer the oats powder to
a large bowl.
Add semolina, besan,
cumin, turmeric, tomato,
carrot, onion, capsicum,
curd and salt. Mix well
combining everything.
Further, add chilli flakes
and water. Mix well

forming a smooth batter.
Rest the batter for five
minutes, or until the oats
and semolina soaked well.
Now add water as required
and form a smooth batter.
Just before making an
omelette, add ½ tsp eno
fruit salt and mix gently
until the batter turns
frothy.
Immediately, heat 2 tsp oil
in a pan and pour the

prepared batter. Swirl a
little to spread uniformly.
Sprinkle chilli flakes, cover
and cook for two minutes.
Once the base is cooked
well, flip over and cook
both sides.
Make slit in the centre and
add ½ tsp butter. Add few
coriander for extra flavour.
Serve hot with sauce of
your choice.

4th FLOOR, ISBT BUILDING, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-110006
Visit us at: http://dpcc.delhigovt.nic.in
PUBLIC NOTICE - BATTERIES MANAGEMENT

¨ Shall ensure that the new batteries be sold only
to the registered dealers and the used batteries
are collected back as per the schedule against
new batteries sold excluding those sold to original
equipment manufacturer and bulk consumer(s).
¨ Shall file a half-yearly return of their sales
and buy-back to the Delhi Pollution Control
Committee (DPCC) in Form- I latest by 30th June
(for Oct-Mar) and 31st December (for Apr-Sept)
of every year.
¨ Set up collection centres either individually or
jointly at various places for collection of used
batteries from consumers or dealers and shall
ensure that the collected batteries are sent only to
the registered recyclers.
¨ Shall ensure that necessary arrangements are
made with dealers for safe transportation from
collection centres to the premises of registered
recyclers and shall ensure that no damage to the
environment occurs during the transportation.
¨ Create public awareness through
advertisement, publications, posters or by other
means with regards to (a) hazard of lead (b)
responsibility of consumers to return their
used batteries only to the dealer or deliver at
designated collection centre and (c) address
of the dealer and designated collection
centres.
¨ Buy recycled lead only from registered
recyclers.
¨ Bring to the notice of the DPCC or the Ministry
of Environment, Forests and Climate Change,
Government of India for any violation by the
dealers.
¨ Importers shall apply for registration as per
Form II and Form III on the Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) online portal for a period of
five years (link: http://cpcbbrms.nic.in/).

Assemblers/Re-conditioners

¨ Shall ensure that the used batteries collected
back are of similar type and specifications as that
of the new batteries sold and shall ensure that
used batteries collected are sent only to
registered recyclers.

Start by getting all of
your pieces ready for the
parrot.

need a 2-inch black and
white circle.

Cut one of your red
cupcake liners in half for
the wings.

Cut one-quarter of the
black circle out for the
beak and use your hole
punch to make the eye.

Also cut blue, orange,
yellow and green cupcake liner in half.

Lastly, you will need a
brown strip for the
branch.

You will only need one
half piece for all of those
colours. You will also

Once the pieces are
ready, simple glue and
assemble your parrot
onto the cardstock paper.

¨ Create public awareness through
advertisement, publications, posters or by other
means with regard to hazards of lead.

Dealers

¨ Apply for registration by submitting online
application in Form- IV available on DPCC
website by creating user ID and password for the
period of five years.
¨ Shall ensure that the used batteries are
collected back as per the schedule against new
batteries sold.
¨ Shall ensure safe transportation of collected
batteries to the designated collection centres or to
registered recyclers.
¨ Shall file a half-yearly return of their sales

and buy-back of old batteries to the DPCC and
manufacturer in Form-V latest by 31st May (for
Oct-Mar) and 30th November (for Apr-Sept) of
every year.

Recyclers

¨ Shall apply for registration to the Ministry of
Environment, Forests and Climate Change or an
agency designated by it (if not applied already), by
submitting information in Form VI.
¨ Shall submit half-yearly returns as per FormVII to the DPCC latest by 30th June (for Oct-Mar)
and 31st December (for Apr-Sept) of every year.
¨ Shall make available all records relating to
receipt of used batteries, sources, quantities and
metal yield to be submitted to the DPCC.
¨ Create public awareness through
advertisement, publications, posters or by other

means with regards to (a) hazard of lead, and
(b) obligation of consumers to return used
batteries only to the registered dealers or
deliver at the designated collection centres.

Consumers/Bulk Consumers

¨ Shall ensure that used batteries are not
disposed off in any manner other than by
depositing with the dealer/ manufacturer/
registered recycler/ importer/ re-conditioner or at
the designated collection centres.
¨ Bulk consumers shall file half-yearly return
latest by 30th June (for Oct-Mar) and 31st
December (for Apr-Sept) in Form- I to DPCC.
¨ Bulk consumers to their user units may auction
used batteries to registered recyclers only.

Auctioneers

¨ Shall ensure that used batteries are auctioned
to the registered recyclers only.
¨ Shall maintain records relating to receipt of
used batteries, sources, quantities and metal yield
and submit to DPCC.
¨ Shall file half-yearly returns of their auctions
latest by 30th June and 31st December to DPCC
in Form-IX.
Note:- As per Batteries (Management and
Handling) Amendment Rules, 2010, every
dealer of Lead Acid Battery shall obtain
registration from DPCC, within 30 days of this
Notice and in case of failure legal action
including prosecution shall be initiated.
Member Secretary

l Wooden craft

sticks

Boil noodles till they turn
soft. Drain and place in a
bowl.
To serve the noodles cold,
rinse under cold water for
about a few seconds then
drain. Heat oil in a small pot
until smoking hot.
Add garlic, chili flakes, green
onion, salt, light and dark soy
sauce, and Chinese black
vinegar over the noodles.
Pour the hot oil over the
noodles, aiming towards the
chili flakes and garlic.
Mix well to combine, adding
more soy sauce if needed.
Garnish with cilantro, green
onion, and sesame seeds.
Enjoy!

(DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT)

Manufacturers/Importers

INSTRUCTIONS

SUPPLIES

METHOD

DELHI POLLUTION CONTROL COMMITTEE

Batteries (Management & Handling) Rules, 2001
came into force w.e.f 16th May, 2001. These rules
mandate various responsibilities on
manufacturers, importers, assemblers, reconditioners, dealers, recyclers, consumers, bulk
consumers and auctioneers. Major responsibilities
of each of these stakeholders are listed as under.

and yellow mini
cupcake liners (or
paint them)
l Black, white and
brown cardstock
paper
l Scissors
l 2-inch circle punch
(optional)
l Hole punch
l Glue stick

SNOWMAN PUPPET

OATS OMELETTE

METHOD

ONl

BLISTERING BARNACLES

Enjoy picture books with charming animal characters based on the
theme of cricket. Be amazed by books that contain fun facts ranging
from the interesting to the bizarre, celebrate the bond between
dogs and people, help us encounter the extraordinary character of
Captain Haddock and even follow the tale of a missing cat.

llW H A T ’ S
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Kaleidoscope

l Round cotton

pads
l Felt
l Glue
l Craft pom-pom

balls
l Pencil
l Googly eyes

INSTRUCTIONS
Grab three round cotton
pads and glue them in a
row to one wooden craft
stick. Be sure to leave a
little space at the
bottom to be able to
hold the stick.

Trace a top hat, scarf, and
carrot “nose” into the felt
and then cut them out.

buttons and the felt top
hat, scarf and carrot
“nose”.

Now glue everything on.
Add on two googly eyes,
pom-pom balls as

You can also add some
glitter or sequins to the
snowman.

DELHI JAL BOARD DELHI SARKAR
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (T)/A.C.E.(M)-4
LUCKNOW ROAD, TIMAR PUR, DELHI-110054

Short NIT. No. 63 (Item No. 1, 2) (2021-22) E.E.(T)/A.C.E(M)-4
S.
No.

Name of work

Estimated
Cost
(Rs.)

Date of release Earnest Tender fee Last date/time of receipt
of tender in
Money
(Nonof tender through
e-procurement
refundable
e-procurement solution
solution
1. Intercepting waste water ﬂowing in drain at 3,74,57,187/- 11.01.2022 7,49,200/- 1500/Technical bid will be received
Shah Alam Bandh Road in SPS Jahangir Puri
05 P.M.
24.01.2022, 3.00 PM &
for treatment at STP Coronation Pillar under
onward
opening of Financial bid
A.C.E. (M)-4.
after completion of technical
I.D. 2022_DJB_214544_1
bid & conﬁrmation of EMD
from Bank.
Further details in this regard can be seen at https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in
ISSUED BY P.R.O. (WATER)
(S.K SINGH)
“STOP CORONA: *Wear Mask, Follow Physical Distancing,
Advt. No. J.S.V. 992(2021-22)
EXECUTIVE ENGINEER-T(M)-4
Maintain Hand Hygiene”
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A handler showcases camels in a parade during the King Abdulaziz Camel Festival near the Saudi Arabian capital Riyadh

Maya Angelou becomes
the first Black woman
to appear on US coin
Agence France-Presse
NEW YORK: Poet and activist Maya

Angelou has become the first Black
woman to appear on the US quarter,
in a new version of the coin unveiled
by the US Mint on Monday.
Angelou, author of I Know Why
the Caged Bird Sings, will also be the
first figure commemorated through
the American Women Quarters Program, which was signed into law in
January 2021.
The US Mint “has begun shipping
the first coins” with Angelou’s likeness on the American quarter, a
25-cent piece, according to a press
release from the agency.
“It is my honour to present our
nation’s first circulating coins dedicated to celebrating American
women and their contributions to
American history,” said Mint Deputy
Director Ventris Gibson.
“Each 2022 quarter is designed to
reflect the breadth and depth of
accomplishments being celebrated
throughout this historic coin program. Maya Angelou, featured on the
reverse of this first coin in the series,

Maya Angelou at a 2008 event in Washington, and the
reverse of the coin, unveiled by the US Mint on
Monday, depicts the poet with outstretched arms AP

used words to inspire and uplift.”
The program directs the US Mint to
issue quarters each year between
2022 and 2025 featuring five different
female American trailblazers.
Treasury secretary Janet Yellen
said she was “proud that these coins
celebrate the contributions of some of
America’s most remarkable women.”
“Each time we redesign our currency, we have the chance to say
something about our country -- what
we value, and how we’ve progressed
as a society,” she said in a statement.
For much of the last 90 years the
quarter has depicted the first US president, George Washington, on one
side and an eagle on the other.
In 1999 the US launched a series of
quarters honouring the 50 states,
with a state’s design depicted on the
coin’s reverse. The program was
expanded to include US territories
and national parks. The new quarters
–– which have been minted in Philadelphia and Denver ––show Washington on one side and Angelou on the
other. The other figures set to appear
on the coin in 2022 are: Sally Ride, the
first American woman in space;
Wilma Mankiller, first female principal chief of the Cherokee Nation; Nina
Otero-Warren, a suffrage leader; and
Anna May Wong, a Chinese-American film star.

CAMEL FESTS GALORE IN GULF

Some of the dromedaries featured in the event

In West Asia, the Gulf countries witnessed a series of festivals recently, all focussing
on camels, the ship of the desert. The events included the Mohamed bin Zayed
Festival for Purebred Arabian Camels and Camel Beauty Pageant 2021-2022, held
recently in Al Dhaid, Sharjah, and the King Abdulaziz Camel Festival near Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia. These festivals featured many races, camel beauty contests and heritage events, all of which offered visitors an experience of Bedouin life and traditions common to the countries of the Arabian Gulf. These events attracted a large
number of camel owners and visitors from countries across the region.
AGENCIES

The King Abdulaziz Fest for the first time allowed women to showcase their animals in a beauty contest

‘Legacy honoured’
Born in Missouri in 1928, Angelou
was an essayist and poet who worked
with civil rights leaders Martin
Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X.
Angelou, who delivered the poem
at Bill Clinton’s first presidential
inauguration, died in 2014.

Oscars show will go on in
March, with a host after 3 yrs
Reuters
LOS ANGELES: The Academy Awards
will have a host for the first time
since 2018 and return to their longtime home at the Dolby Theatre,
broadcaster ABC said on Tuesday.
While other awards shows have
been postponed because of a surge in
Covid-19 cases, Walt Disney Co’s ABC
said plans remain in place to hold the
Oscars, the highest film honours, on
March 27 in Los Angeles.
This year’s ceremony will have a
host, ABC Entertainment President
Craig Erwich said at a Television Critics Association event. He provided no
details. “It might be me,” he joked.
The Oscars were handed out by
celebrity presenters but had no host
in 2019, 2020 and 2021. Ratings for
the telecast have fallen in recent
years, dropping to a record low of
10.4 million people in the United
States in 2021. Viewership of other

HT CHRONICLE

awards shows also has declined.
Fans of British actor Tom Holland
have suggested he should host this
year’s Oscars after the smash success
of his movie Spider-Man: No Way
Home, possibly with his co-star Zendaya.
Holland told The Hollywood
Reporter in December that he would
“love” to host the awards. “If they ask
me to, I would, and it would be very
fun,” he said. Previous hosts have
included late-night host Jimmy Kimmel and comedians Chris Rock and
Ellen DeGeneres.
ABC said in a statement that the
2022 Oscars will take place again at
the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood.
Last year, the awards moved to the
historic Union Station train station in
downtown Los Angeles with a small
crowd of nominees and guests to protect against Covid.
Nominations for the Oscars will be
announced on Feb. 8.

January 13 >>

A view of the Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Camel Festival in Sharjah

Innings win at Sydney

from the archives of the Hindustan Times

Farewell parade for Gen. Cariappa
GEN. CARIAPPA, the retiring
C.-in-C., Indian Army, took the
salute at an impressive farewell
ceremonial parade in Delhi
Cantonment yesterday morning.
The Mahavir Chakra and
other awards were presented by Gen. Cariappa to
gallant officers and jawans
who had distinguished themselves by their sense of duty,
discipline and bravery. Accompanied by the G.O.C., Delhi Area,
Maj.-Gen. Henderson Brooks the
C.-in-C inspected the parade.

About 4.000 officers, J.C.O.s
and other ranks, representing a
cross section of the Army, gave
the farewell salute to Gen.
Cariappa. Members of the diplomatic corps, and other high
dignitaries,
including
Sheikh
Abdullah,
were
present. Vice-Adm. Pizey,
C.-in-C., Indian Navy, and
Air-Marshal Gibbs also attended
the function along with other
high-ranking officers of the
three Services.
Gen. Cariappa was received

1953

by Lt.-Gen. S. M.
Shrinagesh,
G.O.C.
Western Command,
who conducted him to
the dais.
The presentation of
awards was one of the
highlights
of
the
function. A hushed
silence fell all over when
Mrs Atal, draped in a
white silk sari, received
the award of the Mahavir
Chakra on behalf of her
late husband.

SYDNEYIndia
needed
only
21
minutes this morning
to
capture
Australia's
two
remaining wickets
and win the fourth
Test at the Sydney
cricket ground. The
margin of victory
was an innings and
two runs
Following their
victory in the third
Test at Melbourne
last week, today's
win puts India level at 2-all in the
five-Test series. The final encounter, which will be played over six
days, begins at Adelaide on Jan 28.
This was India's fifth win over
Australia in 29 Tests, although
their first-ever by an innings.
There are not many instances
of two sides going into the
final Test of a series having scored
two wins apiece.
The only precedent of a side
winning the last three Test matches to claim a series was Australia,
against England, in 1936-37. Since
the second World War, there have

been only two
instances
of
series standing
at 2-all before
the final Test.
The first of
them involved
England
and
South Africa in
England in 1955.
England won the
first two, South
Africa the third
and the fourth
and England the
fifth.
Again in
India, in 1974-75,
the West Indies won at Bangalore
and Delhi, India at Calcutta and
Madras and then the West Indies
clinched the rubber by winning
the decider in Bombay.
The end of Australia’s
second innings and the
match was hastened by a
remarkable catch taken at
long-leg by substitute Madan Lai
to dismiss Peter Toohey, who had
so effectively held up India
yesterday. Madan Lal was
fielding in place of the injured
Chetan Chauhan.

1978

Plans to reorganize education system
NEW DELHI- THE setting up of
a Council of Secondary Education on the lines of the All-India
Council of Technical Education
is under consideration.
This is one among some
important
announcements
made by Maulana Azad, while
presiding over the 22nd
meeting of the Central Advisory Board of Education which
began its three-day session

An ultramodern luxury car shares the frame with camels during the festival in Riyadh

this afternoon in the Central
Hall of Parliament.
The Council is to serve as an
expert body to advise the
Government about improvement and expansion of
secondary education in all its
phases.
Maulana
Azad
also
announced that a committee of
specialists was being appointed
to go into the question of chang-

ing rules of recruitment to
various Government and other
services, remarking that under
the existing rules possession
of a university degree was a
necessary condition for
recruitment to all except the
lowest services and that this had
led to undue pressure on universities and also a sense of frustration among a large number of
educated youth.
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Omicron pushing Covid-19 out
of pandemic phase: EU agency
The European Medicines
Agency also expressed
doubts about giving a fourth
vaccine shot to the general
population, saying repeated
boosters were not a
“sustainable” strategy.

Argentina roasts
in record-setting
temp over 40°C
Reuters

Agence France-Presse
THE HAGUE: The spread of the Omi-

cron variant is pushing Covid
towards being an endemic disease
that humanity can live with,
although it remains a pandemic for
now, the EU’s drug watchdog said
Tuesday.
The European Medicines Agency
(EMA) also expressed doubts about
giving a fourth vaccine shot to the
general population, saying repeated
boosters were not a “sustainable”
strategy.
“Nobody knows exactly when we
will be at the end of the tunnel but
we will be there,” Marco Cavaleri,
head of vaccine strategy at the
Amsterdam-based regulator, told
journalists.
“With the increase of immunity in
population -- and with Omicron,
there will be a lot of natural immunity taking place on top of vaccination -- we will be fast moving
towards a scenario that will be closer
to endemicity,” he added.
But he stressed that “we should
not forget we are still in a pandemic”, noting the huge burden on
healthcare from the surge in Omicron.
The World Health Organization
said earlier Tuesday that more than
half of people in Europe were on
track to catch the variant in the next
two months.
The WHO also warned that
repeated Covid boosters were not a
viable strategy, comments the EU’s

BECOME ‘FURNACE’l

A worker sweeps the floor of Cremona hospital’s Covid-19 intensive care unit in Cremona, northern Italy on Tuesday

medicines regulator echoed.
“If we have a strategy in which we
give boosters every four months, we
will end up potentially having problems with immune response,” the
EMA’s Cavaleri said.
“And secondly of course there is
the risk of fatigue in the population
with continuous administration of
boosters.”
Countries should instead start
thinking about spacing out boosters
at longer intervals, and synchronising them with the start of the cold
season in the way that flu vaccines
are currently administered, Cavaleri
said.
The EMA separately said that
studies had confirmed that despite
being more infectious, the risk of
hospitalisation from the Omicron
variant was between one third and
one half of that posed by the Delta
strain.

Omicron quickly overtaking Delta
globally in terms of circulation: WHO
Press Trust of India
UNITED NATIONS/GENEVA: Omicron
is quickly overtaking the Delta
variant of Covid-19 and becoming
dominant around the world, a
senior WHO official has warned,
with the global health agency cautioning that there is “increasing
evidence” Omicron is able to
evade immunity but has less disease severity as compared to other
variants.
It could take some time for
Omicron to overtake Delta in
some countries, because it
depends on the level of circulation

POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION &
RESEARCH CHANDIGARH
Adv. No. PGI/RC/2022/133/0087
Dated: 12.01.2022
NOTICE FOR WALK-IN-INTERVIEW
The Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh intends to ﬁll up the
12 vacant posts of Assistant Professor (non-academic) purely on contract basis for one year or
further orders, whichever is earlier for running the temporary OPD of PGIMER Satellite Centre,
Sangrur, Punjab through walk-in-interview.
The candidates willing to appear in the above said walk-in-interview must submit their brief bio-data (in
triplicate) on the prescribed proforma available on website of the Institute alongwith certiﬁcate of age,
qualiﬁcation, experience and caste etc till 22.01.2022 upto 12.00 Noon positively in the Recruitment
Cell, Kairon Block of the Institute and appear for interview on 24.01.2022 at 10.30 AM onwards. For
details please visit PGIMER website i.e. www.pgimer.edu.in.
PGI RC Advt. 2022 HR-00027
DIRECTOR

Haryana State Electronics Dev. Corpn. Ltd.
SCO 109-110, Sector 17-B, Chandigarh - 160017
Ph. 0172-2701682, 2706422

Hartron/DEP-ICTET/22/02
Requirement of IT Professionals
Hartron invites online applications for selection of IT Professionals at
Panchkula/Chandigarh as per details below:
#

Category

No. of
Experience
positions
1
Senior Developer .NET
01
5 years & above
2
Junior Developer .NET
03
3 years & above
3
Web Designer
01
3 years & above
For more details and to apply online from 13.01.2022 to 20.01.2022,
please visit our webiste hartron.org.in. Covid-19 restrictions/protocol
will be followed and candidates also need to strictly follow Covid-19
guidelines while appearing for test. No communication will be sent to
individuals separately.
MD, HARTRON reserves the right to vary/cancel any or all the positions
based on the requirement, without assigning any reason.
6844-7

Managing Director

of the Delta variant in those countries, Infectious Disease Epidemiologist and Covid-19 Technical
Lead at the World Health Organisation (WHO) Maria Van Kerkhove said on Tuesday.
“Omicron has been detected in
all countries where we have good
sequencing and it’s likely to be in
all countries around the world. It
is quickly, in terms of its circulation, overtaking Delta. And so
Omicron is becoming the dominant variant that is being
detected,” Kerkhove said during a
virtual questions and answers session.

AFP

BUENOS AIRES: Argentina is facing a
historic heat wave with temperatures soaring above 40° Celsius,
making the country for a while the
hottest place on the planet, straining
power grids and forcing residents to
seeking sanctuary in the shade.
With temperatures up around
45°C in parts of the South American
nation, hundreds of thousands of
people were left without electricity
when power grids failed in and
around populous capital city Buenos
Aires. “I came home and we were
without electricity and the house
was a furnace,” said Jose Casabal,
42, who whisked his children off to
find somewhere to cool down. “So I
took them off to their grandmother’s
house to swim in the pool.”
The temperatures in Argentina,
where dry hot weather driven by the
La Nina weather pattern is already
hitting crops, meant that for several
hours it was the hottest place on
earth, taking over from parts of Australia that cooled during its night.
“Even early morning it was very
hot, around 31°C,” said Gustavo Barrios, 34, from Tigre as he sat in the
shadow of some trees. “I do not have
air conditioning at home and we
were with just the fan blowing hot

air. It’s unbearable.” Local leaders
warned residents to stay out of the
sun in the hottest part of the day,
wear light clothes and stay hydrated.
“We have to be very careful these
days,” said Buenos Aires city mayor
Horacio Rodriguez Larreta.
Meteorologist Lucas Berengua
said that the heat wave was off the
charts and could set records in the
country.
“This is a heat wave of extraordinary characteristics, with extreme
temperature values that will even be
analysed after its completion, and it
may generate some historical
records for Argentina temperatures
and persistence of heat,” he said.
For some it raised questions about
climate change and more extreme
weather. Argentina in recent years
has seen unusual amounts of wild
fires around its main river delta and
the major Parana River drop to a
nearly 80-year low water level.
“I was always born here in a temperate climate and I saw how the
temperature changed over the years,
and it is not what we’re used to,”
said Marta Lorusso, 59, an architect.
“This with the low pressure really
kills me, I can’t stand it. I drink liters
of water and do what I can. And on
top of it all, without electricity. I
don’t know what to do.”

A seller waits for costumers at his shop during a blackout amid a heat wave, in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, on Monday
REUTERS
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Pacers strike to bring
India back in contest

Saina, Prannoy, Sen in second round
NEW DELHI: Saina Nehwal, world
championships bronze medallist Lakshya Sen and comeback man HS Prannoy registered contrasting wins to
progress to the second round of the
India Open on Wednesday.
Commonwealth Games silver medallists Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty also made winning
starts to their men’s doubles campaign. Former world No 1 Saina
moved to the second round after her
opponent Czech Republic’s Tereza
Svabikova suffered a back injury and
retired mid-way while lagging 20-22,
0-1 in the opening round match.
Saina, who is seeded fourth, will
meet Malvika Bansod, who defeated
fellow Indian Samiya Imad Farooqui
21-18, 21-9 in another match.
On a comeback trail, Prannoy, who
had made it to the quarter-finals at the
world championships, got the better
of Spain’s Pablo Abian 21-14, 21-7 and
will next face Mithun Manjunath.
Manjunath eked out a hard-fought
21-16, 15-21, 21-10 victory over France’s
Arnaud Merkle.
Third seed Sen, who claimed the
world championships bronze on

llA F R I C A

Agencies
sportm@hindustantimes.com

Saina Nehwal.

PTI

debut last month, thrashed Egypt’s
Adham Hatem Elgamal 21-15, 21-7 to
set up a face-off with Sweden’s Felix
Burestedt. World No 10 men’s pairing
of Satwik and Chirag, seeded second,
trounced fellow Indian combination
of Chirag Arora and Ravi 21-14, 21-10 to
also advance to the second round.

C U P O F N AT I O N S l

Kelechi Iheanacho.

AFP

Nigeria beat
favourites Egypt
GAROUA, CAMEROON: Nigeria put

behind their tumultuous build-up to
the Africa Cup of Nations by beating
Egypt on Tuesday with a display that
sent out an early warning to their
rivals in Cameroon.
Kelechi Iheanacho struck a superb
first half finish for a 1-0 victory at the
start of Group D action in Garoua.
Nigeria had fired coach Gernot
Rohr just weeks before the tournament, scraped through the recent

World Cup qualifiers in unconvincing
fashion and also lost key forward Victor Osimhen to injury. The Nigeria
Football Federation also failed to send
out call up letters in time for strikers
Emmanuel Dennis and Odion Ighalo,
whose clubs then refused to relaese
them for the tournament in Cameroon. But despite all the setbacks,
Nigeria gave their supporters much to
enthuse over with Tuesday’s showing.
In contrast, it was a disappointing
day for the north African heavyweights. Champions Algeria were
held to a disappointing goalless draw
in Group E by Sierra Leone, making
their return to the finals for the first
time since 1996.
Algeria had several chances but
struggled with the heat in Douala and
failed to break through a resolute
defence, where former England international Steven Caulker was making
his debut. He switched his international allegiance on the eve of the
tournament.
Sierra Leone president Maadu Bio
took to Twitter to express his delight.
“We are very proud of you, our Leone
Stars,” he said.
Iheanacho, who is now Nigeria’s
lead striker for the finals, crashed a
half-volley from the edge of the box
into the top corner after 30 minutes to
settle the contest.

Winning start
for Muguruza
SYDNEY: Australian Open third seed
Garbine Muguruza made a confident
start to her season with a straightset win over battling Ekaterina
Alexandrova on Wednesday at the
Sydney Classic.
The Spanish world No 3, who had a
first-round bye in Sydney, withstood a
fightback from the 40th-ranked Russian in the second set to win 6-1,
7-6(4). Muguruza will now play
another Russian, Daria Kasatkina, in
the quarter-finals after she upset Belgian Elise Mertens 6-3, 6-4.
Muguruza, a former world No 1 and
two-time Grand Slam champion, will
be one of the main contenders for
next week’s Australian Open.
Her best result at Melbourne Park
was in 2020, when she finished runner-up to surprise winner Sofia Kenin.
Playing her first match since winning the WTA Finals in November, the
28-year-old Muguruza said she was
encouraged by the way she had stayed
strong when facing five set points in
the second set.

llP O W E R I N G

CAPE TOWN: Jasprit Bumrah took five
for 45 as India bowled out South
Africa for 210 in their first innings to
take a slender 13 run lead on Day
Two of the third Test in Cape Town
on Wednesday.
South Africa entered the post tea
session at 176 for seven with Keegan
Petersen (72) the only recognised batter at the crease but he could add just
two runs to his tally before being
caught by Cheteshwar Pujara in slips
off Bumrah.
Kagiso Rabada (15) fell to Shardul
Thakur while Lungi Ngidi (3) was dismissed by Bumrah as South Africa’s
innings folded in just 76.3 overs.
Bumrah was well-supported by him
fellow seamers Mohammed Shani
(2/39), Umesh Yadav (2/64) and Shardul Thakur (1/37).
Earlier, towards the end of post
lunch session, Shami bowled a magical over to get two wickets in three
balls as India forced South Africa to
press the panic button.
The session also turned out to be a
good one for Indian captain Virat
Kohli, who also completed a personal
milestone of 100 catches in Test
cricket with a couple of smart pouches
in the slip cordon.
If Yadav set up the session with a
conventional outswinger that saw
Rassie van Der Dussen (21) edging one
to Kohli at second slip, Shami (16-439-2) removed the dogged Temba
Bavuma (28) and Kyle Verreynne (0)
with two ideal Test match deliveries in
the 56th over.
The deliveries had everything,
upright seam and pitched fuller on
the off-stump with just about adequate movement.
Bavuma was caught low by a diving
Kohli while Rishabh Pant had a smart
take to remove his opposite number.
At stroke of tea, Bumrah, who has
been incredible in the two sessions,
settled his scores with Marco Jansen
sending his off-stump for a walk.
The best part of the session was
skipper Kohli’s adjustment when he,
at second slip, decided to stand a few
steps ahead of the first slip after realising that the ball is not carrying in full.
There were a couple of times Thakur did find the outside edge of
Petersen’s bat but on both occasions,
the ball died down before skipper
Kohli at first slip.
The bounce available on the Newl-

llA U S T R A L I A N

Jasprit Bumrah (2nd from right) took 5/42 to help India bowl out South Africa for 210 on Wednesday.

ands track isn’t as steep as it was at
Centurion and Wanderers which
belong to the Highveld region.
Perhaps, standing up a few yards
ahead, especially to someone like
Shardul who bowls just about skiddy
medium pace, perhaps would have
been an ideal decision.

The morning started on a bright
note for India as Markram got a
beauty from Bumrah that jagged
back enough to hoodwink him
and take the off-stump away when
the batter must have thought that
it would just go straight into
wicketkeepers gloves.

OPENl

Novak sorry for breaking
isolation during Covid
Garbine Muguruza.

Maharaj, on his part, did a very
good job and played out the first 45
minutes before Umesh bowled a
classical inswinger that uprooted the
middle stump.
Petersen, however, has shown positive intent and struck nine boundaries
in his 159-ball knock so far.
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“I was most pleased that I stood
very calmly in the second set when I
was, you know, 5-4 down and serving
and having all those set points, where
you can get a little bit upset,” she said.
“\Tunisia’s Ons Jabeur warmed up
for the first Grand Slam of the year by
defeating two-time Wimbledon champion Petra Kvitova 6-4, 6-4. Jabeur
had a breakthrough 2021, winning her
maiden WTA singles title and surging
into the top 10 for the first time.

THROUGHl

Jae Crowder (left) scored 19 points as Phoenix Suns ended Toronto
Raptors’ six-game winning streak with a 99-95 victory during their
NBA match in Toronto on Tuesday.
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MELBOURNE: World No 1 and vaccine
opponent Novak Djokovic blamed
“human error” on Wednesday for a
mistake in his Australian immigration
paperwork and apologised for breaking isolation for a photoshoot when he
had Covid-19 last month.
The 34-year-old Serbian superstar
is chasing a record-breaking 21st
Grand Slam victory at the Australian
Open beginning on Monday but could
be deported by the government which
is unhappy with his medical exemption from inoculation.
The unvaccinated Djokovic was
held alongside asylum-seekers at an
immigration detention hotel in Melbourne for several days before a judge
said that was unreasonable and
ordered him free.
Though training now for the tournament at Melbourne Park, Djokovic
could still have his visa cancelled
again if Immigration Minister Alex
Hawke exercises discretionary power.
Djokovic’s cause was not helped by
a mistake in his Australian entry declaration where the “no” box was
ticked saying he had not travelled elsewhere in the previous two weeks.
In fact, he had gone to Spain from
Serbia. “This was submitted by my
support team on my behalf—as I told
immigration officials on my arrival—
and my agent sincerely apologises for
the administrative mistake,” Djokovic
said on Instagram. “This was a human
error and certainly not deliberate. We
are living in challenging times in a
global pandemic and sometimes these
mistakes can occur.”

Novak Djokovic smiles during a practice session at the Melbourne Park tennis
centre in Melbourne on Wednesday.
AFP

Giving wrong information on the
form carries a maximum penalty of 12
months’ prison plus a fine and potential visa cancellation.
Djokovic was also contrite over an
interview and photoshoot for French
newspaper L’Equipe on December 18
while infected with Covid-19 for the
second time. “I didn’t want to let the
journalist down, but did ensure I
socially distanced and wore a mask
except when my photograph was
being taken,” he said.
“While I went home after the interview to isolate for the required period,
on reflection, this was an error of
judgement and I accept that I should
have rescheduled this commitment.”
Djokovic is a poster boy for “anti-

vaxxers”, who oppose inoculation, but
he said on his post that he would not
comment more out of respect for Australian authorities.
“I just want to have the opportunity
to compete against the best players in
the world and perform before one of
the best crowds in the world,” he said.
Djokovic’s visa was initially cancelled on grounds he was unvaccinated and his medical exemption—
based on having Covid last month—
was unsatisfactory. Though fans gave
him noisy support when he was
detained in the hotel and his family
have portrayed him as a champion for
individual rights, he may face hostility
from the crowd if and when he walks
out on court.

LONDON: Bayern Munich were the
only title winners in Europe’s eight
major football leagues to turn a profit
in the coronavirus-disrupted 2020-21
season, a study from auditing firm
KPMG showed on Wednesday.
The Bundesliga champions just
scraped into the black with an after
tax profit of 1.8 million euros ($2.0
million), also recording the lowest
ratio of staff costs to operating revenue at 58%. “While the reopening of
stadia and some major commercial
deals signed recently may provide
some optimism ... the pandemic only
magnified the financial sustainability
issues and fragility of the football ecosystem,” KPMG’s global head of sports
Andrea Sartori said.
Exemplifying those problems, Serie
A winners Inter Milan posted an
annual loss of 245.6 million euros on
operating revenues of 347.5 million,
with La Liga champions Atletico
Madrid losing 111.7 million euros on
revenues of 349.6 million.
Topping the revenue table were
Premier League champions Manchester City, generating 644.2 million
euros, a rise of 17% from the previous
season, the study showed. City, who
reached the final of the Champions
League, also leapfrogged local rivals
Manchester United (557 million
euros) for the first time. Bayern were
second behind City with revenues of
597.5 million euros, while Turkish
Super Lig winners Besiktas had the
lowest revenue among the eight
champion clubs with 59 million euros.
Six of the clubs increased broadcasting revenues, benefiting from deferred
income related to matches postponed
from the 2019-20 season and played
after June 2020.

